
Helping parents address challenges at home is critical to your company’s success. It’s also our mission.
Let’s talk about your working parents and how Peace At Home Parenting can help. Learn more at
peaceathomeparenting.com/corporate. If you’d like to sample one of our live workshops please email us at
clients@peaceathomeparenting.com, and let’s schedule a time to talk here. /

Be Your Child’s Biggest “Influencer!”
Hello Peace At Home Families,
We just learned a new term here at Peace At Home. The cohort of kids born between 2010 and 2024
is called the Alpha Generation. They have been shaped by an astonishing array of destabilizing
factors including climate change, angry politics, the trauma of COVID and expanding global
conflict, just to name a few. It’s enough to completely confuse and overwhelm even the most
mindful parents.

On top of the powerful forces influencing “Gen Alpha,” an added important issue is that they are the
first entirely online generation. One observer noted, “They’re having a media-centric childhood in a
way that is different because of the kinds of media they’re interacting with from incredibly young
ages.” This matters in very real ways as noted when the NY Times described the impact of
influencers on kids through TikTok feeds that parents likely never see. And let’s be clear, most of
those influencers are far more concerned about generating profit than supporting your child’s
wellbeing.

What does this mean for parents? Children are built to turn toward their parents and caregivers as
“influencers” from the start. But all of those destabilizing factors mentioned earlier have also
destabilized the family. We can’t assume that kids are sharing meals with parents, spending long
periods of time enjoying each other or simply doing daily tasks together. Work schedules, extended
family demands, and the time that both parents and children spend online, all work against the
kinds of parent-child attachments that make you the primary “influencer” in your child’s life. A new
version of Gordon Neufield and Gabor Maté’s book, “Hold on to Your Kids: Why Parents Need to
Matter More Than Peers,” will be coming out soon. You may want to check it out. Staying connected
to our kids is an everyday activity. You may be surprised about its importance, its impact, and what
those day-to-day connections mean for your developing child all the way through adolescence.

A lot is changing about our world, but what kids need in order to thrive isn’t one of them.
Your role is just more complicated and demanding. And you probably need to be more
intentional about how to be that “influencer” in your child’s life. Let’s do this together.

Ruth E. Freeman LCSW
President and Founder of Peace At Home Parenting

We’re Here to Help.
Struggling with a parenting problem or wondering what to do next?
Email our Parent Guides anytime at solutions@peaceathomeparenting.com

FOLLOW US Instagram LinkedIn Facebook YouTube
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This Month’s Podcast
Relating to Your Teen: Rejection, Current Events and Everything In Between

Parenting expert Dr. Ken Ginsburg joins host Amy Alamar on this
month's episode to discuss the keys to building resilience and strong
relationships with teenagers. Dr. Ginsburg shares research-backed
and compassionate advice for communicating with teens, especially
during disagreements. He emphasizes the importance of
unconditionally loving our children while also establishing boundaries to keep them safe.
Amy and Ken encourage you to embrace the teen years as an opportunity to nurture
thriving, purpose-driven young people. Whether you're currently raising a teen or preparing
for those years ahead, don't miss this insightful discussion brimming with practical wisdom

for strengthening family bonds. Tune in to the episode now!

Working Parents and Caregivers will benefit from FREE Live Interactive Workshops, Quick Video
Solutions, Helpful Handouts, Community & Support and more. Find out more about our “priceless
content and very informative” solutions that support Peace at Home parents and caregivers.

Featured Teacher: Michelle Sebak, MS
Michelle is a certified School Counselor who has worked in a variety of
school settings including traditional public school, technical high school
and alternative school. Currently, Michelle is working toward completing
the required coursework to become a Licenced Professional Counselor.
She values neurodiversity and is committed to providing
neurodiversity-affirming support. As a School Counselor who is also a
mom to neurodivergent children, Michelle supports parents through the
often difficult process of advocating for their child’s needs in the school

setting. Learn more about our experts > and read her blog below.

Students with ADHD: Support Executive Functioning
Notes from a Mom and School Counselor Who Has Been There
Middle schoolers with ADHD need strategies that support executing functioning
(EF) skills. Children with ADHD have EF challenges -- often referred to as executive
dysfunction. This makes it difficult to organize, plan, and reach goals. Often, these
kids have great ideas and intentions, but can't follow through. As the mom of a
child with these challenges and a school counselor who works with students who
have this issue, I really get it. And let me add that I have to manage my own ADHD
symptoms, so I’d love to share with you some of what I have learned from these
many experiences.Read our blog here >
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This Month’s Live, Interactive Workshops

TUE 3/5 12 PM ET (Essentials)
Rebalance Chores at Home and Reignite Your Relationship with Your Partner:
Playful Practical Strategies to Reduce the Stress and Increase Harmony
Join this lively interactive workshop to gain real tools to create a more balanced and
harmonious partnership. Get everyday tasks done with less tension and create more room for
fun and fulfillment.

WED 3/6 12 PM ET (Toddlers & Preschoolers)
Manage Meltdowns With Positive Discipline for Toddlers and Preschoolers
Does your child have meltdowns when you try to limit behaviors?
Is your little one hitting or biting others in frustration?
Learn daily practices that help your child manage emotions while strengthening social skills.

THU 3/14 8 PM ET (Teens & Young Adults)
Teen Vaping, Nicotine and Cannabis Use: What You Need to Know to Protect Your Child
Taking risks gives teens a chance to test their abilities and learn more about themselves. Some
risks, however, can be harmful and have lasting effects on health and well-being. Vaping has
become one of the most popular forms of substance use among young people, despite the
growing evidence of its health risks and harms. Trust your gut and get the facts. Parent
knowledge, communication, and monitoring make a difference in keeping your child safe.

MON 3/18 12 PM ET (Essentials)
The Power of Mindful Parenting to Transform Family Stress
Mindful parenting is not some new scientific discovery. Rather, it is an inner practice that can
be simply embedded in our daily lives and is waiting for you to discover. Hear about the most
recent findings on the positive effects of mindfulness on our well-being, especially on stress
physiology. You will also gain mindfulness techniques you can use in everyday parenting.

WED 3/20 8 PM ET (Monthly Q&A)
Spring Cleaning: Let’s Simplify Family Life for More Connection and Less Conflict
Expectations for parents and kids are a lot more complicated and family challenges are much
more serious. How can you simplify family life and focus on what’s really important? Let’s talk.

TUE 3/26 8 PM ET (School Age)
Positive Discipline for Peace at Home
Are you raising your voice too often and wishing for more patience? Are you concerned that
you are too strict or too easy? Do you sometimes think there must be a better way? Join us to
learn practical tools you can use to increase cooperation, confidence and positive connections
with your children.

Find more proven, parenting support in our Quick Video Libraries
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Your Parenting Solutions Portal
The science behind child development and parenting is abundant. Our experts have
translated it into easy-to-use tools and strategies for long-lasting change.

● Proven solutions quickly produce positive results. Inspire cooperation with your kids
using tips and tools (like routines, uninterrupted time each day, sharing meals). Done
consistently, you’ll see amazing impact on behavior and have more time for fun.

● Parents who understand the brain-body-behavior connection at each stage of
development are more confident and effective. Recognizing children’s needs and
providing effective guidance reduces your stress as well as your children’s.

● Meaningful, long-lasting change happens through everyday relationships. We’ll help
you tap into the power of the parent-child relationship, connect with other parents to
share similar experiences, and harness the power of connection with our experts.

It’s all available in your comprehensive Parenting Portal, your one-stop destination for
interactive learning. Engage in our live webinars, on-demand solutions, and interactive
Q&A sessions, all designed to give you easy-to-use strategies and real-world solutions.
Here’s what other Peace at Home Parents have to say.

Log In to Access Your Parenting Solutions

Live Interactive Workshops
Live, engaging, interactive online workshops
connect you with experts and other parents to

learn, share, de-stress and get answers.

Quick Video Libraries
Watch or just listen to easy-to-use, proven

strategies that help solve over 150 big and small
challenges with quick videos and handouts.

Catalog
Use the Catalog to search by Age Category, Type
(Live, Recorded, Quick Videos or Discussions), and

Topics to refine your search.

1:1 Consultations
Individual guidance from our experts can turn
around a challenging situation or support you

along your journey. Check your portal for details.

Ask an expert
Join our monthly Q&As and expert monitored,
private, Facebook group to get answers on the
spot. Share experiences with your peers, seek

advice, and discover new perspectives.

Resources
Expert advice, anytime, anywhere: access our

expert blogs, insightful tips, and evidence-based
practices 24/7 to support your parenting needs

and foster a peaceful home environment.

My Content (Left menu on your portal)
Find your personal library of content you’ve

viewed. Edit Your Profile and add MM/YR of your
child's birthday for customized content.

Watch A Portal Tour here
Questions? Email Peace at Home Parent Guides
for answers and they’ll connect you with the just

right solutions for you.
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